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Abstract. Euphemism and dysphemism are widely seen as opposite aspects of one linguistic phenomenon. However, there are facts of their use that raise questions about their status in relation to each other. This paper investigates functional side of dysphemism to define if it is opposite to euphemism. This research shows that functions that dysphemisms perform in text are similar to those fulfilled by euphemisms. However, there are details of their use such as their frequency, purpose, and intentions of the speaker that demonstrate that their opposition to each other is not absolute.
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Introduction.

There are many reasons to consider euphemisms and dysphemisms opposite aspects of one linguistic phenomenon. For instance, Merriam Webster’s Dictionary defines them as opposite to each other.

“Euphemism – the substitution of an agreeable or inoffensive expression for one that may offend or suggest something unpleasant; also the expression so substituted” [1].
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“Dysphemism – the substitution of a disagreeable, offensive, or disparaging expression for an agreeable or inoffensive one; also an expression so substituted” [2].

However, some facts about the use of the two terms give grounds for wondering whether they are opposite to each other. The term “euphemism” was used as early as in 1681 whereas the first known use of the term “dysphemism” goes back to 1884. Look-up-popularity section of Merriam Webster’s Dictionary site says that the term “euphemism” is in the top 10% of words whereas the term “dysphemism” is in the bottom 30% category [1], [2].

Linguistic literature review shows that the question about the status of euphemisms and dysphemisms in relation to each other remains unanswered. The goal of this article is to explore functions dysphemisms fulfill in text to see whether they are opposite to functions performed by euphemisms.

The interest of linguists to dysphemisms has grown recently, but attempts to define them have been made many times. Exploring dysphemisms linguist G. Hughes writes “Although this linguistic mode has been established for centuries and the term dysphemism was first recorded in 1884, it has only recently acquired even a specialist currency, being unlisted in many general dictionaries and reference books” [3, p. 142].

In 1969, O. S. Akhmanova proposed the following definition: “Dysphemism is a trope that implies substitution of a more vulgar, familiar or rude word for a neutral name of an object…” [4].

Allan K. and K. Burridge define dysphemism as a phrase having connotations that are offensive to hearers or negative connotations about the denotaum, or both, that is substitute for a neutral word or euphemism [5].

A word or a phrase can become dysphemistic when it conveys a feeling of disparagement. Using such words or phrases speakers can express their attitude to the state of affairs, their own opinion of what is happening. The word can be regarded a dysphemism when it is used to offend, insult or to express disrespect. Using dysphemism speakers frequently seek to articulate their views as well as to provoke a certain response.
Dysphemistic or euphemistic effects can arise from deliberately distorted pronunciation of a word. V. I. Zhelvis writes about such effects providing the use of the word “bad” by African Americans as an example. If the word is pronounced [bæd], it conveys its traditional meaning “of low standard, unpleasant”. If the speaker wants to demonstrate a supportive attitude, the pronunciation of the word is [baːd]. Another example is the word “bastard”, which is traditionally pronounced [baːstə(r)d] and means “a child born out of wedlock”. If the pronunciation of the word is changed to [bAstad], its meaning changes to rough and negative [6].

Attempts to define dysphemism were also made as part of studying euphemisms. Some linguists show that these concepts are overlapping, which makes it difficult to draw a line between them. Furthermore, they are so interconnected that in some cases studying one of them may be impossible without studying the other [7].

A. N. Morokhovsky et al. define dysphemisms as counterparts of euphemisms pointing out that dysphemisms are used as substitutes for stylistically neutral words and phrases to enable the speaker to express negative emotions such as irritation, hatred, anger [8].

Some researchers do not distinguish between euphemism and dysphemism as lexical units but as processes that lead to results in the form of lexical units. Gómez considers dysphemism and euphemism from this point of view highlighting two positive aspects in this approach. Firstly, it provides the definition of euphemism as belonging to speech rather than to language, which points to its discursive use and its pragmatic aspect integrated into speech linguistics. Secondly, it gives the opportunity to develop a complete classification of linguistic mechanisms involved in the functioning of euphemism including phonetic, morphological, syntactic, and other aspects. One of the limitations with this approach is that it still characterizes functions of euphemism on a lexical level interpreting it in terms of substitution [9].

In his further clarifications, Gómez notes that semantic
neutralization in euphemism functions as a designative fact occurring in speech. He also thinks that characteristics assigned to people and things by euphemism are based on the forbidden term rather than on the forbidden reality [9].

Having discussed what is meant by dysphemisms in linguistics, we will now move on to address euphemisms. The tradition of using euphemisms goes back to religious rituals that had taboos against using certain words that were believed to cause mischief as priests thought. Therefore such words were replaced by those promising a good omen [10].

Substitution of one word for another has evoked interest of language experts from ancient times. In Ancient period this linguistic phenomenon was discussed in the frameworks of rhetoric. Demetrius referred to it in his work “On Style” as early as in 1 AD: “An element of vigour may also be found in what is called ‘euphemism’, whereby a man makes inauspicious things appear auspicious and impious acts appear pious. A speaker once urged that the golden Statues of Victory should be melted down, so that the proceeds might be used to prosecute the war. But he did not say outright, ‘Let us cut up the Victories for the war’. Such a proposal would have seemed impious and like an insult to the goddesses. He put it in the more euphemistic form: ‘We will seek the cooperation of the Victories for the war’. This expression seems to suggest not the cutting up of the Victories, but the conversion of them into allies.” [11, p. 195]. So, within the frameworks of classical rhetoric euphemisms were understood as instruments allowing greater expressiveness to preserve the harmony of speech and its relevance.

The Renaissance made euphemisms the object of studies in stylistics. For a long time researchers did not go beyond the bounds of language trying to explain mainly the connection between the meaning of euphemisms and the concepts they replaced. For instance, John Lyly in his book “Euphues, The Anatomy of wit” defines euphemism as stylistic device [12]. Stylistics still characterizes euphemisms as a way to soften expression of concept.

Euphemisms make up a significant linguistic layer since “a
language without euphemisms would be a defective communication tool” [13].

In the second half of the 20th century, euphemisms researchers begin to take extralinguistic factors into account. They conclude that the use of euphemisms is not limited by linguistic needs. Accordingly, the focus of research into this topic shifts to the area of sociolinguistics.

Researchers associate the occurrence of euphemisms in speech not only with linguistic, but also with social factors. In linguistic literature, two groups of euphemisms are identified. Euphemisms from the first group occur due to religious beliefs, fears and superstitions. They are used for names of gods, forces of nature, various diseases and topic of death. Euphemisms from the second group occur in the context of taboos, moral and social norms.

In addition, definitions of euphemisms and dysphemisms include psychological aspects.

Euphemisms are usually divided into positive and negative types [14]. Euphemisms are used positively in situations of common social mores and expressing solidarity with the addressee. Euphemisms are used negatively to eliminate everything unpleasant and negative, eradicate from the language everything that people prefer not to deal with directly and may be afraid to talk of.

It should also be noted that all euphemisms are used unconsciously or consciously [14]. Unconscious euphemisms usually do not have a clearly recognized origin. Conscious euphemism is applied purposefully; their meaning is clear and of imaginative character. This type of euphemism is frequently found in political discourse where it is sometimes important to avoid controversial issues. However, due to a more complex character, euphemism of the second type is dubious in nature, which may change its purpose from avoiding offense to deceiving [14]. Accordingly, one of the reasons for the use of euphemism lies in the area of political correctness that has become highly influential in recent years.

Cultural factors are also taken into account. For example, T. A. Artyushkina believes that “…the grounds for the euphemistic substitution are specific to each language and are due to the peculiarities of the culture and
society, historical and social changes, that is, the whole non-linguistic life situation” [15].

The results of this investigation of linguistic literature suggest that occurrence of dysphemism and euphemism in speech is explained by complex factors.

Method.

The data for the study was gathered from works of modern British literature. The data contains extracts presenting speech of the characters where dysphemisms are found. This study examines functions of dysphemisms through context, semantic, and pragmatic analysis.

Results and discussion.

The study of dysphemisms reveals functions they perform in speech.

1. Dysphemisms are used to show emotional attitude (usually a negative one such as irritation, neglect, etc.) and value judgment in relation to the subject matter of the talk.

2. Dysphemisms provide expressiveness making speech more vivid.

3. Dysphemisms are used as an attempt to manipulate opponents, shock or discredit them.

These uses can be illustrated by extracts from literature. In the first case, the speaker replaces a neutral word with a deflate style word to demonstrate his or her negative attitude towards the subject of the conversation. The emotional aspect is present in this group of dysphemisms.

“And hurry up, Tommy, if you don’t want this lad to croak.” Her words stabbed at Agnes like an ice pick. Yes; what if he croaked? What if he died? And she cried within herself. (C. Cookson. The Wingless Bird.) This example demonstrates that the use of the dysphemism “croak” instead of “die” helps the speaker to avoid direct reference to death and to express the negative attitude towards the concept of death.

“And if you want the bed camouflaged in the morning you can get up and make it. And I’m giving you this ultimatum: tomorrow night I come into this bed and if you try to stop me, you’ll
end up next door for the remainder of your days.” Now her mother’s voice, thin, piercing: “You try any trick like that on me, Arthur Conway, and you’ll be sorry. Those two along the corridor will then know exactly what kind of a father they have, and about the slut you keep on the side under cover of the club nights.” (C. Cookson. The Wingless Bird.) In this extract, the wife expresses an open negative attitude towards her husband’s mistress using a rude word in relation to her.

“Finally he lay prone, still, exhausted; and bitter tears oozed out between his eyelids. He buckled under the final, inescapable realization that he had failed, and would always fail; that the jeering kids, the mocking men, the scornful tarts, were right; that he was nothing but a turd in the gutter. Frowning, Mark went into the kitchen for his customary cup of cocoa.” (D. Lodge. The Picturegoers.) This extract shows the speaker’s expression of the negative attitude to himself, his bitterness and dissatisfaction with himself.

Dysphemisms of the second group do not display negative attitude towards the subject matter of the talk or thought. The speaker uses them for of conveying expressive potential of the speech. In this case, dysphemism, in fact, is a figure of speech and it is used to embellish the utterance. This category of dysphemism can overlap with slang and argot since it is associated with certain social and age groups.

“Garfield smiles like an idiot. “He tries,” Paul says. “He couldn't fucking handle it.” Paul checks the chops. “OK. He couldn't handle Mum, he couldn’t handle me,” John says.” (J. Neale. The Laughter of Heroes.) The character continues speaking about the topic using the dysphemism again to further strengthen his words: “He is going to find out eventually.” Paul hates saying this, but it needs saying. “How's he going to feel then?” “Maybe he’ll peg out first,” John says. Now Paul turns from the cooking and looks directly into John's blue eyes. His friend looks stricken.” (J. Neale. The Laughter of Heroes.)

“Lordy!” said the voice. “Left the slops an’ all. She’ll have to go. I ain’t paying the slut for nothing. Just th’wait, my gal. There's a hiding for thee when
th'gets back from th’gallivanting!”
(M. Darke. The First of Midnight.) In this extract, the word “slut”, which we have already cited as an example of expressing a negative attitude to the subject matter, is used to emphasize the phrase as a means of expression.

“Get your hands off my daughter! And who the hell are you? But need I ask.” He peered further. “My God in heaven! That she has let the likes of you touch her. You’re a Felton, aren’t you? One of the scum from the quay. Christ Almighty!” “I’m no more scum than you, mister. At least when I take a wife it’ll satisfy me. At least when I take a wife it’ll satisfy me. I wouldn’t go whoring. Look” – he stepped back, at the same time pushing Jessie to the side – “I don’t want to knock you out, seein’ as you’re her father, but by God! I’ll do it, if you come at me like that again.”
(C. Cookson. The Wingless Bird.) This example shows that the first participant in the dialogue displays his negative attitude to the second one. The other speaker repeats the word “scum” in his response targeting it at the first speaker. However, in this extract the role of the dysphemisms used is dubious. On the one hand, they add expressiveness to the speech making it more convincing. On the other hand, their purpose is to embarrass the opponent.

Dysphemisms of the third group are for manipulation purposes. Speakers use them to discredit the counterpart in communication, to knock the bottom out of him or her. Dysphemisms from this category are frequently found in political, advertising discourse. The purpose of discrediting the subject matter of the talk or the communication partner is combined with direct expression of negative attitude towards them.

“The flying hairdryer hit him just above the eye, flex trailing like the tail of a kite, and as he swatted it away the plug whipped around and smacked into his teeth. The fury burst again in his head like an overloaded artery, washing through him in a hot and irresistible wave. He was half-blinded as he reached for her. His hand shot out like a slaughterhouse bolt, and closed on air; she’d ducked out from under, and was already halfway to the door. “Cheap little slut,” he yelled. “What would your father say?” (S. Gallagher. Rain.) This is the third extract with the word “slut”. This
example demonstrates that the speaker uses the word as direct insult.

“Turning violent red, he snatched it back and rubbed it clumsily against his trouser leg. Then he just brushed the very tips of his fingers against hers and plunged the offending hand deep in his pocket as if his fist were on fire and the pocket was a bucket full of sand. “And are these the children?” She turned to them with a glowing smile. It was like being bathed in honey. “Get up, you scum!” rapped Thacker with some of his old spirit. He was back on home ground, dealing with them “Oh, please, let them stay as they are. They must be tired after their labours.” (P. Scobie A Twist of Fate.) The speaker tends to be rude towards the witness of the scene. This attitude is aimed at shocking the girl.

The results of this study show that a dysphemistic word or phrase may be used in different contexts for different purposes. It makes its lexical aspect less important highlighting pragmatic and sociocultural aspects.

**Conclusion.**

Euphemism and dysphemism are frequently seen as opposites. However, some linguistic works as well as some facts known about these linguistic phenomena raise question about their status in relation to each other.

Euphemism helps to communicate about topics that have become social taboos and are too embarrassing to be mentioned directly. Euphemism allows partners in communication discuss topics that would otherwise not have been talked of for the reasons of social censorship. Accordingly, using euphemisms is a useful tool for speaking indirectly and figuratively about controversial issues. To some extent it is also a way of manipulating and influencing a counterpart in communication.

This study of dysphemisms and reasons why they are used identifies three functions dysphemisms play. They display the speaker’s emotional attitude, which is usually negative, and evaluative statement about the topic of the talk. They make speech more expressive. They are language tools for influence and manipulation.
In general, it seems that the reasons why euphemisms and dysphemisms are frequent in speech are rather similar. However, the details such as their frequency, purposes and intentions underlying their use, the number of functions they perform show that there are significant differences between them. Consequently, their opposition to each other is not absolute.
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